New York State Fire Mobilization and Mutual Aid

Storm Emergency Fire Unit
Specifications

- 2 firefighters with personal protective equipment & SCBA with spare cylinders
- 4 wheel drive pickup or similar size vehicle (should be fire department owned)
- Portable pump
- Hard suction w/ strainer
- 200' of discharge hose
- necessary fittings, adapters, etc.
- Portable generator
- Electric adapters to adapt to household type receptacles
- Portable lighting for night operations
- fuel can for pump and generator
- Chain saw
- fuel and oil for chain saw
- two shovels
- Carbon Monoxide Detector
- 2 ½ gallon Pressurized Water Extinguisher
- Minimum 10 pound CO2 or Dry Chemical Extinguisher

NOTE: Personnel responding with a SEFU should be self sufficient for a minimum period of 24 hours. This should include food provisions and water.